This conference report begins with a statement of purpose and an outline of organization for the conference. Three topics—human development, studies for all men, and teachers and teaching—were related to the liberal arts, the humanities, and the disciplines and were to be brought to focus by three synthesizing reports after the completion of the conference. Of the two reports included here, John Zell's deals with the anxiety involved in change despite its desirability in humanizing the humanities. Paul Olsen deals with the act of teaching and its translation by purposeful action into a humanizing action; it speaks specifically of insights gained during a student strike over Cambodia. Reactions to both the content and the organization of the conference from the resource people in attendance completes the critical content of the report. Participant's names and daily schedules are appended. (JH)
Of this ultimate intention the present volume is merely portent and fragment, experiment, dissonant prologue. Since it is intended, among other things, as a swindle, an insult, and a corrective, the reader will be wise to bear the nominal subject, and his expectation of its proper treatment, steadily in mind. For that is the subject with which the authors are dealing, throughout. If complications arise, that is because they are trying to deal with it not as journalists, sociologists, politicians, entertainers, humanitarians, priests, or artists, but seriously . . .

James Agee
CHALLENGES TO THE DISCIPLINES
CONTEXTS FOR THE LIBERAL ARTS

Report of a TTT Cluster Workshop
sponsored by the
Southern and Great Lakes Clusters,
part of the TTT Program supported by
the U.S. Office of Education
On all the subjects the knowledge of which is important for the business of living, what life is, what human nature is, what the mind is, what the body is, the scholar knows more than other people. It shouldn't lie outside his sphere to gather up that knowledge and present to the rest of us his conceptions, his understanding, of these great realities. But that means he must contemplate his subject as a whole, not only research in his particular corner of it. Such contemplation is out of repute, no business for the honest scholar.

Robert M. MacIver
INTRODUCTION

"The Year of the Liberal Arts" conference, held in Phoenix in May, 1970, was the initial national TTT effort to focus the attention of TTT projects on general issues related to the role of the Liberal Arts, the Disciplines, and the Humanities in the training of teachers. That workshop was sponsored by the West Coast and Southwest Clusters of the TTT Program, joined by representatives from the other Clusters. The workshop in Miami was a follow-up to the Phoenix Conference, sponsored by the Southern and Great Lakes Clusters. Participants in the workshop included teams of representatives from each of the TTT projects in these two clusters, the cluster directors from the Northeastern, Midwestern, Southwestern and West Coast Clusters, several members of the TTT Leadership Training Institute, representatives of the U.S. Office of Education, three keynoters-synthesizers and sixteen resource persons.

Because this workshop was a follow-up to the Phoenix Conference, no attempt was made to redraw the contexts examined or to reiterate the challenges made to the Liberal Arts, Disciplines, and Humanities, at Phoenix. Rather, three broad contexts were extrapolated from the Phoenix Conference within which challenges to the Liberal Arts could be discussed and developed on a more personal and specific level. The workshop was structured to bring together project participants and resource persons into small groups to discuss these issues and to draw out of the discussions implications and suggested courses of action for the TTT projects represented and for the TTT Program as a whole. The issues to which the workshop addressed itself were:

I. HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Learning--and Disciplines?
Humanization--and Humanities?
Liberation--and Liberal Arts?
II. STUDIES FOR ALL MEN

Black Studies!
Brown Studies!
Asian Studies!
White Studies!
Disciplines?--Humanities?--Liberal Arts?

III. TEACHERS AND TEACHING

The Teaching Act--Liberation
Teaching Involvement--Humanization
Content and Curriculum--Discipline
Liberal Arts?--Humanities?--Disciplines?

PROGRAM

Sunday evening's sessions served as a general introduction to the workshop and the issues. Then, in order to facilitate discussion in Monday's sessions, each participant was asked on Sunday evening to briefly respond in writing to two of the issues: first, to the issue with which he had some experience and from which he could contribute in a group; second, to the issue with which he had had less experience and which he would like to explore with others in a group session.

On Monday, each participant was assigned to two groups, one which discussed the issues he wished to explore and the other which discussed the issue to which his experience made a contribution. All groups had discussion leader-recorders who attempted to draw from the discussions the most pertinent contributions and areas of exploration.

On Tuesday, the focus shifted from discussion of the issues to synthesis and application to the projects and to the TTT Program. Thus participants were grouped by projects on Tuesday, and resource persons were assigned to work with specific projects.

At the Tuesday noon session, each keynoter-synthesizer presented a synthesis of his issue. These were followed by suggestions of new directions and next steps made by representatives of the USOE and LTI. The workshop
closed with reactions, questions, suggestions, etc., from the floor. (Details of the workshop format can be found in the appendix).

KEYNOTER-SYNTHESISERS

In developing a workshop that would facilitate a personal examination of the issues with which the Liberal Arts, Disciplines and Humanities are challenged, and the specific implications of these issues within TTT, it was decided to forgo the traditional format of presenting formal addresses at the outset of the conference, in favor of inviting three persons, each of whose area of expertise was specifically related to one of the issues, to participate throughout the conference as keynoter-synthesizers. The three keynoter-synthesizers were: Dr. John Zell, Psychiatrist, Phoenix, Arizona (Human Development); Dr. Paul Olson, Professor of English, University of Nebraska (Teachers and Teaching); and Dr. Anthony Campbell, Urban Education Specialist, Washington, D.C. (Studies for All Men).

These three eminently qualified people contributed to the conduct of the workshop in a number of ways. Each of them introduced, in brief keynote remarks on Sunday evening, the relevant and critical parameters of his issue. During the workshop, they participated in group meetings, resource sessions and informal discussions, focusing on significant dimensions of the issues as they were developed and discussed, and attempting to glean from these sessions the response to the issues and the implications of these for "next steps" in teacher education. On the last day of the conference, the keynoter-synthesizers met with the resource persons to obtain their feedback on the issues and the major outcomes of the conference. At the Tuesday luncheon, as mentioned above,
they summarized briefly their reactions, responses, and suggestions around the issues of the conference.

During the several weeks following the workshop, each of the keynoter-synthesizers prepared a more formal statement of his synthesis of the issues and the approaches that might be taken to them. These written syntheses are included here in their entirety, beginning on page 6. They reflect the considered participation in, and reflection on, the challenges to the Disciplines and contexts for the Liberal Arts as they were met and dealt with in Miami.

RESOURCE PERSONS

Sixteen additional persons, whose experience, position and professional competencies lent a broad national perspective to the challenges to the Liberal Arts, were invited to participate in the conference as resource persons. The role of the resource persons was an informal one. They were not asked to formalize a presentation or to act as discussion leaders. Rather they were available as consultants whose expertise, rather than "expert" role, could be tapped by all conference participants as issues and implications and strategies for dealing with them were developed. Resource persons were asked to participate in group discussions, to hold small group resource sessions for participants from all projects and to consult with teams from projects on their specific plans and problems.

On the last day of the workshop the resource persons met as a group with the three keynoter-synthesizers to discuss with them their reactions to the conference and together to formulate summaries of these reactions and suggestions for directions that might be taken by the projects and the Clusters
in further meeting the challenges of TTT and the disciplines. Many of the major reactions of the resource persons have thus been incorporated into the syntheses of the keynoter-synthesizer.

Several resource persons also submitted individually a brief report of their reactions to the conference. These reports included reactions to the issues and challenges of the workshop as well as to its structure and format. Because reactions were as varied as the perspectives and expertise of the resource persons themselves, no attempt has been made to summarize their remarks. Instead, we have quoted selected excerpts from the reports so that the reader may better appreciate the variety of approaches and attitudes represented in Miami by the resource persons. These excerpts have been included, following the papers by the keynoter-synthesizers, on page 22.

Dr. Campbell's written synthesis had not been received in Pittsburgh by our printing deadline. As soon as it is received, a copy will be mailed to all conference participants.
On Humanizing the Humanities

John Zell, M.D.
Phoenix, Arizona

The following remarks are a potpourri of my reactions to the conference at Miami. As I approached the subject of humanizing the humanities and reflected upon the field of my endeavor, the practice of medicine, it struck me that a central problem which faces the field of medicine today is the physician who deals in an alienated manner with the brain, the gut, the bone and the skin. He seems to be incapable of treating the human being as a total entity. In some ways this is similar to the liberal arts professor who deals with his concept of being an instructor in sociology, anthropology, philosophy, etc. by primarily referring to the subject matter rather than to the interaction between the teacher and the student. The history of medical training, until recently, demonstrated an almost single-minded focus upon intellectual excellence and an ability to master a wide range of subjects without any regard for the physician's capacities to relate to individuals in a truly humanized manner.

It seems to me that the road toward the Ph.D., in any particular subject, which is a pre-requisite for college professorship, has likewise been single-minded in its emphasis on intellectual excellence. Little or no consideration has been given to the capacity for conducting interpersonal relationships. The goal of achieving scientific excellence or scholarship in the liberal arts, may be an efficient criteria for the advanced degrees. However, when the achievement of this goal becomes linked to the teaching of young people no one to one correlation exists between the excellence of scholarship and the inspirational skill of teaching. In fact, in some
individuals, the precise personality traits which have allowed them to sacrifice interpersonal relationships for intellectual endeavor then impairs their ability to become teachers and to deal with other human beings on a dynamic level. As such, we find ourselves in a situation where people who are training or selecting prospective teachers are themselves victims of the very same system that focused on scholarship in a relatively isolated, segmented, and dehumanized educational environment. This antiquated system serves as a defensive reaction whereby the quantifiable aspect of performance is the grades and papers written ("publish or perish") rather than the more illusive quality of proficiency in interpersonal relationships.

These, I realize, are old issues and have been gone over many times, but the fact that they still exist and the fact that people learn by example rather than by rhetoric suggests we need a continued critical evaluation of what teaching is and what it can be.

I would like to broaden this concept of humanizing the subject matter: humanities, black studies, and teaching, by focusing on the interpersonal aspect of the student-teacher relationship. I heard a great deal of concern expressed in this conference about the student's role being passive-receptive. This position is implicit in so many teaching attitudes. Perhaps, the act of teaching should be considered as the act of facilitation in which the teacher assists in whatever way possible to help the student learn and grow. In the process of learning about history, philosophy or whatever subject, the focus should not solely remain on the course material, but on the student's need to learn how to approach the subject, how to learn about himself, and more importantly an emphasis on genuine human relationships which exist between students and between the students and the instructor.
Freud, when he initially began his work with patients, probed the intimacies of their thought processes and discovered that his patients developed a wide-range of intense feelings about him as a person. It was after intensive effort to eliminate this unwanted emotional quality between the doctor and the patient that he 

recognize that this emotional connection was the central turning point of any therapeutic relationship. In the classroom situation I feel that the emotional interchange between student and the instructor is not a bothersome side issue but central to the act of teaching.

In all human relationships there is as much significant communication at a non-verbal level as there is in terms of what is said directly. This communication can be in the form of the university's initial and continuing attitude to an applicant, the structure of the registration process, the expectations expressed by administrators and teachers, the physical surroundings, the dormitory and housing regulations, the financial policies, the location of the instructor in the classroom, the wording and the proficiency of the textbook, implicit and explicit attitudes concerning grades, in fact, the totality of the experience. By this I do not mean to imply that the optimal acts of teaching occur only within an atmosphere of warm, positive feeling. Creative teaching does occur in situations where there are feelings of involvement, be they warm or be they hostile. Where there is a feeling of indifference learning is greatly diminished and impotent rage can flourish.

In speaking of the teacher as a facilitator, I think we need to return to some of the basic concepts of security. It is my thesis that if the security of the instructor is based only on his excellence of knowledge in the field then the teacher must guard against others knowing more than he knows. On an unconscious level the instructor can be fearful that the
student's knowledge will surpass his own. The teacher will need in some way to short circuit the learning process. However, if this security rests on his ability to help people learn, then he will more readily wish to have the individual under his instruction learn as rapidly and as creatively as is possible. The student will not represent the same unconscious threat to him. It also frees the instructor to reveal himself as a human being. The role of the teacher as a facilitator changes the role of the student as well. It requires him to be a seeker of knowledge in his own right and not a passive-receptor of things which others have learned in the past. The student is not tied to what may be for him irrelevant past experience, and he can reach toward a multiplicity of subjects, values, ideas, and even life styles. Education can be an open-ended human endeavor.

Participants of this conference have concerned themselves with many facets of education: student-radicalism, black studies, methods of teaching the humanities, and irrevelance of subjects, etc. Perhaps underlying all of these problems is an implicit consideration of basic changes in educational technique, philosophy, and administration. We are talking about change: individual change, institutional change, and cultural change. We are talking about administrators in Washington changing, policies in Washington changing, school administrators changing, teaching methods changing, and student attitudes changing.

The question that we must ask is, what security base enables professors, instructors, students, parents, and politicians to change? For evolutionary change does not happen only because we recognize injustice or inefficiency, but also because we feel secure enough to risk a different future.
I am not a sociologist, in a sense, but as I sat in the various conferences, I heard people talk about change within the context of external forces. Each individual has based his life on certain forms of gratification and has learned behavior that will lead to success. Each change that we talked about would have caused a revision of this path to success whether we are discussing the parent, the students, the teacher, or the administrator. Change to some may represent a glorious new beginning, a bright horizon toward which they strive. Other individuals talked about their identity, their roots of gratification, and the forms of security which change could endanger. This alerted me to a whole series of possibilities. The word "change", to me, represents anxiety, and whether I reflect on the experience of my office, or I sat and listened to the discussion groups, it is evident that change represents anxiety. Regardless of which identity was focused upon, intimate self, stereotyped self or group identified self, the most outstanding factor was clearly the dynamics of change. The focus of the conference was concerned with specific subjects rather than the dynamics of this process. Yet, most of the problems could be resolved through an understanding of these dynamics.

Change in itself represents the following steps:

1. awareness of the problems
2. examination of the problems
3. arriving at a direction
4. implementation of action

This view of the process leaves out the human factors involved and is typical of how we tend to analyze it. Embodied in every step is the great potential for evoking anxiety which can block the whole endeavor.
The recognition that all is not well in any aspect of teaching is often taken as a sign of failure and evokes feelings of shame and a sense of guilt. This particular emotional set can be an overwhelming lock to a free recognition of actual problems. The act of examining what we have been doing also magnifies guilt and anxiety. An honest look at the factors can confront one with unknowns and the possibility of frightening solutions. Decision making always has the potential for activating anxiety since it is an opportunity for exposure to failure. The point of action represents a continuation of this anxiety. Many projects have been carried through to the verge of action only to be blocked by the fear of failure. Anxiety, at the point of action, can precipitate euphoria. This adds a great deal of impetus to a project, but it is based on a denial of the anxiety rather than a working through of the feelings. Such denial is also a refusal to recognize oppositional forces. The euphoria readily collapses if not fed by rapid, positive reaction.

Other than anxiety we are also dealing with abandonment, giving up the known for the unknown, insecurity, and realistic and unrealistic shame and guilt. Unfortunately, these feelings do not just result in discomfort to the individual, but they tend to change their thinking, and they create a pattern of defensive reactions. This defensive position can destroy the perception of a need for change or worse yet, precipitate (a fear motivated) counter-reaction to change.

This conference was convened since the people involved at all levels were concerned with confronting the problems in education. Even so, among those present, the thesis that there is a need to humanize the humanities did produce a defensive response. Remarks indicated that a critical examination would result in the elimination of the teaching of a subject, for example, History. This extreme possibility was then discussed with the intensity of a survival reaction. This reminds me of the techniques of reducing an issue to absurdity,
which may be appropriate in high school debate circles, but serves poorly to maintain discourse once a problem is recognized. We could proceed by eliminating these extreme possibilities and then reduce the defensive response. This approach, however, would eliminate the change of discovering that certain institutions or procedures are inefficient or destructive at their core. The burden then for maintaining discourse is on all participants in the interaction. Assailing of the status quo with violent and exaggerated claims tends to establish stronger feelings of security. The price for the "security" can be destructive to the eventual goal. A need for security which demands absoluteness produces a limitation of the range of possibilities.

One of the discussants shared with us his retrospective experience over a lifetime of teaching. What I heard was a description of his devotion to scholarship until he reached his educational goal. Then he gradually refocused his attention to the problem of reaching and teaching students. He talked about the freeing experience of security born of success. Can we turn to being interested in humans only when we have this form of security, if then, or can our conception of security, both type and quantity, be redefined so that gratification may be more universally experienced?

When I began my career as a psychiatrist I viewed each new case with a mixture of interest, curiosity and apprehension. I shared my patients expectation that I possessed answers to whatever problems may have concerned them. As long as a response was made to either my need or my patients need for me to be an authority, I was insecure. When the experience was redefined, I did not function in the role of an authority which was inappropriate, undesirable, and inefficient. It was then possible to anticipate a new patient without anxiety, secure in the knowledge that I could explore with that person what their experiences had been, and offer them help in evaluating their life style. This did not eliminate my patients wishes that I be the possessor of all truth, but it prevented a "folly of two".
The act of teaching seems similarly affected by the expectations of the student and the teacher. It is further compounded by a system of rewards and punishment for both which have a continuing effect. The student must view the subject matter from the same frame of reference as the teacher or he will be punished. In this system the teacher is the "possessor of truth".

In contrast, the teacher whose major security mechanism is based on a facilitation of the pupils learning can gain daily gratification, and to that extent be immune to a dehumanizing power structure.

Programs were discussed particularly in the areas of black studies and elementary education which had gone through the various stages of change. They have been activated in the face of much opposition. The degree of negative reaction seemed to have not been anticipated and resulted in discouragement and hostile counter-reactions. Perhaps it is necessary to emphasize the need for patience and perspective in attempting new projects even though these are commonly used as modes of thwarting change by those supporting the status quo. If the hostile response is anticipated, steps can be taken to reassure the individuals caught up in these feelings.

The most easily identifiable position is that of the ITT. It is truly an outside force which is not involved in the process of education but which is dedicated to it's evaluation and modification. In an open-ended process that is functioning and changing without consultation, it is difficult to gain any clear perspective. In fact a clear perspective is almost evidence, in itself, that such a view is inaccurate.

The concept of influences rather than control certainly fits the historical reality. The function of attempting to remove barriers to growth is a major contribution to learning by TTT. With obvious irony let's call this "negative
creativity". The identification of practices that do not contribute to a problem solving climate is the easier function. The more difficult function is the identification and handling of the security aspects which are attached to methods that need to be abandoned. The other vital role of negative creativity is to support a broad area of personal security and freedom, and to allow those involved time to seek more efficient solutions. Whenever we attempt to give up the familiar, the combination of demands upon us as civilized creatures is very great.
At the beginning of the Miami conference of The Year of the Liberal Arts, I endeavored to describe several incidents which involved what I thought to be genuine acts of teaching—act of teaching done during the recent student strike over Cambodia at the University of Nebraska. These acts of teaching had to do with teaching as requiring some deep honesty (a psychology professor recognizing an error in counseling style when he publically chastised a "stoned" student for giving political advice while stoned); teaching as requiring a capacity for spontaneous symbol-making (students threatening to burn faculty position papers which did not communicate to them, and a black student stopping them not to prevent them from expressing themselves but to preclude the repression of their "right to express," being able to stop them because he knew that they knew (and respected) his knowledge of what repression is); teaching as requiring the carrying of a research set into crisis circumstances (the failure of professional researchers on the right and on the left to observe adequate research techniques when creating an injunction or developing a position during the strike; the remarkably honest concern of other students, faculty researchers, and administrators for "the truth of the circumstances").

I mean by using these incidents to describe "teaching" as an act or gesture or "statement" which changes how people think and how they act, particularly when the chips are down.
In extending the perceptions gained from the strike, I advanced the following notions:

I. We do teach in a crisis time for the teaching act—whether we have further strikes or not;

II. The challenge to the tradition of the "teaching role" is part of a general challenge to ascriptive authority as opposed to power won in strategic-contestive arenas; to learn to teach in the new arenas is like learning to play chess with a strategic antagonist after having been the "It" figure in "Mother May I." (cf. Bryan Sutton-Smith's researches);

III. The ways in which the teaching we have differs from the teaching we ought to have is directly proportionate to the differences which separate the ways in which children organize themselves into groups when they are left by themselves from the ways in which they are organized into groups when they are placed in school classrooms under a teacher;

IV. Teaching takes place best when the person teaching knows the aesthetic of the "group organization" and the kinesic system of the group to whom he addresses himself (for instance, the circle aesthetic in black culture, described by Herskowitz and Roger Abrahams).

V. Teaching takes place in, and must offer to the student, the actual world where knowledge is won; we cannot have organized for rhetorical performance and offering primarily verbal knowledge in an empirical age.

VI. Finally teaching offers a world where someone can tell somebody something else:

Martin Buber and a modern inability1

Once Martin Buber lectured in Czernowitz; afterward, as he was sitting in a restaurant continuing the discussion with a few of his audience, a middle-aged Jew came in. He introduced himself, and then sat down and followed the abstract discussion, which must have been unusual to his ears, with great interest. He declined every invitation to advance a comment, but at the close of the discussion he came to Buber and said, "I want to ask

you something. I have a daughter and she knows a young man who has been studying law. He passed all his examinations with honors. What I would like to know is: would he be a reliable man?" Buber was taken by surprise by this question, and answered, "I assume from your words that he is industrious and able." But apparently this was not what the other man really meant to ask, for he proceeded, "But could you tell me—I would like to know this particularly—would he be clever?" "That is rather more difficult to answer," Buber said, "but I presume that merely with diligence he could not have achieved what he did." The other man was still not satisfied, and finally the question he really meant to ask came out. "Herr Doctor, should he become a solicitor or a barrister?" "That I cannot tell you," answered Buber, "for I do not know your future son-in-law, and even if I did know him, I would not be able to give you advice in this matter." The other man thanked him and left, obviously disappointed.

"How could he know?" cries out Buber's modern contemporary, as if action were founded on knowledge. Of course Buber could not know. But nobody asked him to know. What he had been asked for was advice—judgment, not knowledge. Advice and judgment, of course, fitting the occasion, and applicable to this man: someone who entered in this particular way, who asked his question in this particular manner and who looked like him; a man who presumable had such-and-such kind of a daughter; advice which fit this vague, very vague, totality, but primarily advice, a certainty, a wise word, a word that would have brought structure to this vague totality; an answer which would have erected a beacon, so that the sailing would no longer be dangerous. "He should become a barrister." These words, if spoken by Buber, by a sage, by a man who looked and spoke like one, a man
who apparently knew,—these words would have been the strongest foundation for the future son-in-law's choice of profession. How could he have gone wrong if his career had been initiated by such advice? The answer would have created its own rightness; it would have created truth. Is not truth, truth in the relation between man and man, basically the effect of a fearlessness toward the other person? Is not truth, above all, a result, a made up thing, a creation of the sage? The person who knows creates the future by speaking.

What I heard at the conference were useful, and sometimes profound, modifications of, or contradictions of these positions: the positions set down below may suggest what I heard or learned.

A. To "humanize" is to give to the individual the capacity to control himself and to determine the way in which he is to enter into the life of the group (of Aristotle's Politics, Book I); it is also to give to the cultural group the capacity to organize itself on the basis of its inner needs and impulses as opposed to responding to the commands and demands of an outside group. It may be the role of the dominated cultural group 'to take' rather than to be given (II, compare above for the differences).

B. To "humanize" is to embody rather than to "give training in" (teaching as honesty). The question of training as opposed to embodiment came up as follows: "Should one teach a course in non-violence by studying the history of Ghandi's life, or should one teach a course in non-violence by giving training in methods of developing non-violent responses to violent situations in America?" I came to feel that I would opt for the latter (cf. the opening paragraph above).
C. To "humanize" teaching is to perceive the child as a real 'other'-- a real "thou" in Buber's terms. We asked the question, "How does one come to know what the child is in order to teach to what he is? How does one know his cognitive frame, his mythic frame, his inner desires and fantasies?" We gave few cogent answers (cf. II, above).

D. To teach is not to fear the student, whoever he is. It is clear that the conference still exposed and expressed, rather honestly, the fear of 'the community,' its representatives and its students. To fear the community is another instance of the fear of being taught by "the other"-- what Arrowsmith called hubris at Phoenix. This fear of being taught by the other exists both in the community and in the academic establishment (cf. II-III above).

E. To teach is to accept responsibility. It was clear to the discussion leaders at the conference we--all of us at the conference--had difficulty in accepting responsibility for the teaching function; it was common, at this conference, to hear people say "Our basic problem is that the teachers are so dumb"; "Our basic problem is that the school superintendents are such jackasses." It was not common for the people to say "I failed as a teacher; that is why no learning took place" (cf. II & VI, above).

F. To teach is to be capable of being reached by the "other's" information: The problem of arrogance appeared in the form of attitudes which implied such positions as "My cognitive map is better than your cognitive map"; "My plan for reform is more sophisticated than yours." In teaching one another, we talk competitively even as we talk about the humanization as cooperation. One of the central insights--commonplace as anything and, yet, important-- was the insight that we must change the conditions under which people relate to one another if they are to relate in terms of different values,
schemes, and response structures (cf. II, III, IV, above).

G. To teach is to be cosmopolitan; it is to be non-hierarchial in orientation rather than a hierarchial non-ethnocentric rather than ethnocentric (cf. II, III, above).

H. To teach is to manifest many styles. We asked a question as to the importance of college teaching styles: "Can we identify a range of teaching styles which exists in colleges: Rogerian teaching styles, Skinnerian teaching styles?"; "What is one teaching about behavior when one exhibits a certain behavior while 'teaching'?" Maslow, Rogers, Skinner: what is a teacher? Is he a person who primarily loves, or primarily gives knowledge? Is he a person who primarily learns, who primarily knows? Is he a surrogate parent, a surrogate servant, or a surrogate friend?" The conference gave rise to a fairly deep and general commitment to a transactional view of learning (cf. VI, above).

I. To "teach" is no more to do a single thing than "to create art" is to do one thing [cf. Wittgenstein on seeking for a "substance" for a "substantive" and on defining "games" (Philosophical Investigations)].

J. To teach is to ask good questions. It was categorically asserted that the disciplines are not now taught Socratically, that students are taught the disciplines as a series of categorical structures. They do not use the categorical structures as a way of asking questions or learn to develop 'categorical structures' by asking questions in those arenas where knowledge is won. (cf. II, above).

K. To teach is to be able to learn. There was a great deal of concern to place the community in the "liberal position" vis-a-vis the liberal arts; e.g. the Oglala Sioux community could teach the "liberal arts" community insofar as it represents another vision of the world—a vision different from
Adam Smith's vision or the vision described in Jules Henry's *Man Against Culture*. The community becomes liberating teacher for the liberal arts college (cf. III, IV and VI, above).
I. RESPONSES TO THE CONFERENCE ISSUES AND CHALLENGES

"Liberal arts and education professors can sit down together and discuss problems of teaching and learning. Not only do they have much in common to discuss, but they can enjoy 'rapping' about education. The chasm between liberal arts and education is not as deep and wide as most partisans imagine."

"Today's breed of educationist tends to be far more liberally educated than his predecessors and many modern liberal arts 'types' are more interested in teaching and learning questions than their predecessors."

"The discussion about the liberal arts was at best shallow, if at all present. There appeared to be very little carry-over from the Arizona conference to this one. Those that were present at the Miami conference were loathe to get into a discussion of liberal arts."

"In a good many of the discussions I attended, there was indeed not much discussion of the liberal arts but of the problems of the schools and approaches to teaching and organization that would be useful in the present situation. It was often difficult to discern who were the representatives of the disciplines and who of education. To some extent though a useful purpose was served, it was a different purpose from what the focus of the conference was alleged to be."
"None of the participants, i.e., Liberal Arts, education, schools, communities, etc., really want to change. Each believes it has a toehold on 'truth' and hopes that other people will discover it."

"It seems to me that the change in character of the world much less the United States indicates that we have to begin a far more humanistic approach in terms of education. We have to begin certainly with the very young to help people feel comfortable about being human beings. I'm not certain that TTT is dealing with that issue."

"In those discussions in which I participated there was great concern about the nature of teaching and what the purpose of education today should be. There were those in the groups in which I participated who felt that teaching consists primarily of relieving the tensions and coping with the frustrations of present-day children and youth. There were others who felt that we have gone too far in these directions and have neglected the more traditional emphases on teaching 'subject matter' to children. We did not resolve these differences, nor did we arrive at a consensus on what the nature of teaching should be today. It was not so much a philosophical matter in the classical concept of what teaching is or should be, but rather what teaching should consist of today that concerned the participants."

"There is as much need for liberalizing and humanizing in the professional studies of education these days as 's needed in the so-called liberal studies. Although conference talk focused on liberal education in terms of taking it to task for its present day lack of liberalization and humanization, any sensitive educationist could not
help but apply the same criticism to much of the teaching in the professional sequence. To be liberalizing professional studies must not be prescriptive but be open ended investigations of teaching and learning. They must deal with the human aspects of education rather than being so involved with the mechanics of instruction even though they can be so sophisticated today."

"There seems to be a great deal of interest in divorcing teacher preparation programs from the sterility of the college campus. This is being accomplished by having the actual college classes meet in the public school, accompanied by laboratory sessions in the school. This has the effect of involving the classroom teachers and administrators as well as the college students and professors.

In some instances Arts and Science professors are actually assuming the responsibility of teaching in the public school. I can see a very profound change in attitude resulting from this type of activity."

"Switching for a moment, I learned two things which were professionally rewarding and possible ground for further development. First, I found that the construct of blending was socially and empirically useful in distinguishing the pluralistic groups which exist in our society. The problems of many Mexican-Americans, in terms of building a stake, is the fact they blend. This concept not only reaffirmed my contention, but was no doubt useful to the Mexican-Americans in the Minority Studies Session. The problem takes on a different focus: what does it mean to have minority studies for a population that blends into the social fabric; or, alternatively, how do you use minority studies as a vehicle for group cohesion when the group easily
attaches to the wider system of which it is not a part, but may believe itself to be so because it is seldom confronted because it is attached."

"Another area that seems to be missing in TTT is that they are not preparing people to deal with small educational organisms that exist outside the walls of the schools. A number of these smaller institutions, i.e. Street Academies, Satellite Learning Centers, Free Schools, and I suppose we should toss in the South's new private schools.

TTT cannot overlook their responsibility in preparing people to deal with the vast amount of education that goes on in a less traditional setting with a smaller group of people."

"Some continuing difficulties that persist in many TTT projects: A very difficult time in understanding or believing the parity concept. Project directors do not believe that it is terribly important to have parity with either the community or school districts. It is looked upon as a necessary evil to get funding, but not one that really brings about any meaningful change in the situation. In fact, it is an irritant."

"I would question whether "special studies" as a topic was of general enough interest. I felt it might not have been except for a very few. However, my groups may have been unique in the fact that they shied away from this topic."
II. REACTIONS TO THE CONFERENCE STRUCTURE AND FORMAT

"First, let me state that I felt it was an excellent conference. I was most impressed by the balance between structure and freedom. Meetings were frequent enough to keep everyone working. Agendas propelled people into topics rather rapidly, yet allowed individuals to change focus when necessary. Topics were varied enough to meet most needs and breaks were numerous enough to allow for needed 'small talk' sessions.

Another positive feature of the conference was some subtle planning that put everyone on a 'peer' basis. I did not feel there were any 'bosses' or 'experts'. Heads of schools, U.S. Office people and conference leaders did not pull rank. I think this might have been one of the most important factors leading to a successful conference.

Perhaps my major criticism would be aimed at my role as a consultant and the way the role was structured. It would have been very helpful to me to know ahead of time the focus of each TTT group, their composition and their goals. Likewise, I do wish the vitae we had prepared had been distributed among the groups. I recognize too much of this might deter from the 'peer' feeling stated above, but some of it would have helped. I never quite felt until near the very end that I knew where I could best fit."

"As you may recall, I was not impressed by the proposal for this event, and I worried that the heavy emphasis on discussion and the rather loose structure and the curious way that the questions were posed would result in something inchoate. TTT staff work appears to
have been useful in stimulating stronger organization without destroying the basic concept. The result was much more successful than I had dreamed possible. Interest remained high and few left the hotel or 'goofed off' from the sessions; attendance was excellent even in the final meeting."

"I think that I would rather spend more time in sessions where the entire group gets a common head. The small group meetings tend to break down into bull sessions. I don't know how often the conclusion at the end of a session was 'I'm just doing my thing.' More often than not, I interpret that to mean 'I don't know exactly what I'm doing.' or 'I'm not doing nothing.'"

"I had the personal reaction that there was little sharing among the directors of the various projects of what they are doing and for some reason there was too little opportunity for them to exchange views and to learn from each other. My overall reaction is that the conference was very worthwhile, because it did bring together people who, though they did so only to a small extent, did share some views, did open further their vistas, did raise some problems which they might not have thought of on their own."

"The overall program format seemed to be well planned and encouraged the active involvement of participants in substantive discussions with a minimum of time devoted to formal presentations. It was observed that in many cases it was almost impossible to distinguish between liberal arts and education people because the organizational structure forced the groups to focus in on a particular issue. The fact that each group was composed of both the people who
felt that they could contribute to the understanding of an issue and those seeking to learn more about it undoubtedly contributed to the success of this procedure."

"The challenges of the student movement and the 'teach ins' have made the issues of liberalizing and humanizing college instruction critical and of immediate concern. Many suggestions for beginning to resolve these issues were offered as groups tried to define the problems and consider the roots of present day lacks. The question remains whether those fired up by the discussion at Miami will continue their resolves to work at these problems at home, especially as they are concerned with the education of future teachers. One way for local TTT projects to assist this resolve is to set up similarly modeled conferences on the home campus to keep the concern alive and carry it to others in both the liberal and professional faculties. If such follow up conferences were to be planned, they should include at least some faculty from another TTT university."

"Finally, it was stated by participants that the same consultants should be used again. I agree with that recommendation; partly because I enjoyed the group, but also because I feel now that I could make a greater contribution."
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...This is a book only by necessity. More seriously, it is an effort in human actuality, in which the reader is no less centrally involved than the authors and those of whom they tell. Those who wish actively to participate in the subject, in whatever degree of understanding, friendship, or hostility, are invited to address the authors in care of the publishers. In material that is used, privately or publicly, names will be withheld on request.
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